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Abstract 
This Master’s Thesis deals with a special problem that may be of importance 
when planning a frequency hopping mobile communication network. In normal 
cases the Frequency Assignment Problem is solved, in order to plan the use of 
frequencies in a network. The special case discussed in this thesis occurs when 
the network operator requires that the frequencies must be arranged into groups. 
In this case the Frequency Assignment Problem must be solved with respect to 
the groups, i.e. a Group Assignment Problem. 
 
The thesis constitutes the final part of the Master of Science in Communication 
and Transport Systems Engineering education, at Linköping University, Campus 
Norrköping. The Group Arrangement Problem was presented by ComOpt, a 
company that has specialized in solving the Frequency Assignment Problem for 
network operators. 
 
This thesis does not deal with solutions for the Frequency Assignment Problem, 
with respect to the groups. The main issue in the thesis is to construct a 
computer based algorithm that solves the Group Arrangement Problem, i.e. 
creating the groups. The goal is to construct an algorithm that creates groups 
which imply a better solution for the Frequency Assignment Problem than 
manually created groups. 
 
Two algorithms are presented and tested on two cases. Their respective results 
for both cases are compared with the results from a manual grouping. The two 
computer based algorithms creates better groups than the manual grouping 
strategy, according to an artificial quality measure. As of spring 2003 a variant 
of one of the presented algorithms was implemented in ComOpt’s product for 
solving the Frequency Assignment Problem. 
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Chapter 1  
 
Introduction 

1.1 Outline of the Thesis 
This Master’s Thesis deals with a special problem related to FAP, Frequency 
Assignment Problem, in wireless TDMA systems. The thesis is an integrated 
part in the Master of Science in Communication and Transport Systems 
Engineering education, at Linköping University, Campus Norrköping. The 
thesis should reflect twenty weeks of full time studies. The thesis deals with a 
variant of a resource allocation optimization problem, where the critical 
resources are frequencies. 
 
This first chapter gives a short background to the problem and a presentation of 
one of the companies involved. The second chapter presents some theory that is 
relevant, or functions as a comparison to related problems. The second chapter is 
followed by a problem definition and a solution proposal. The problem will be 
solved using two different algorithms and the respective solutions will be 
compared and evaluated. The last chapter proposes further improvements of the 
algorithms. 
 
Both of the algorithms are programmed in Java, since it is a request from 
ComOpt. I have also constructed a console, in Visual Basic, which in turn 
controls the Java program. A screenshot of the console can be found in 
Appendix 1. 
 
The problem this thesis deals with is not new, but as far as I know no 
sophisticated solving techniques have been developed. Therefore most of the 
work and the ideas in this thesis originate from me. Where this is not the case, 
references to sources will be denoted in within brackets where so motivated. 
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1.2 Background 
In a time where mobile communications has become as natural as television, 
taking the technology beyond for granted is easy. Most people expect their 
cellular phones to connect them with other people with just a twitch of a finger. 
The time saving, the joy, the simplicity and not at least the increased company 
revenue pushes for an increased use of mobile communications. What most 
people disregard is: when the use of mobile communications increase, the 
available resource, i.e. spectrum, gets more valuable. Obviously the available 
spectrum is not unlimited. As the available spectrum gets more valuable it puts 
tough demands on the engineers which design the infrastructure. The 
infrastructure and the manner of planning have de facto direct consequences. A 
poorly planned infrastructure; lets the end user experience limitations in 
spectrum (i.e. a clogged system), cause irritation among clients and lower 
revenues. A better strategy is to let the end user be unaware of any spectrum, as 
to not cause any irritation and thereby raise revenues. However, this strategy 
requires planning. 
 
The available spectrum is often the key issue when planning mobile 
communication networks. Different countries handles available spectrum in 
different ways. In some countries (for example Sweden) governmental 
institutions manages the spectrum, whereas in others (for example the United 
States), operators may buy desired or available spectrum. The management of 
spectrum is not the issue in this thesis, but once the spectrum is acquired its 
usage must be thoroughly planned, and that is the key issue in this thesis. 
 
There are various companies which have specialized in the technique of 
planning mobile communication frequency hoping networks. The quality of the 
planning varies as much as there are companies, in spite of the fact that the 
objective is fairly simple. This is a consequence of the complexity of the 
planning problems. Some companies value a user friendly interface more than 
the results, whereas others put more effort in the resulting quality. A user 
friendly interface makes easier use and is therefore easier to sell (remember that 
these companies also have wishes in raised revenues). Companies that belong to 
the latter sort are more interesting and should have the advantage when 
technology changes, since they have a wide span of knowledge and experience 
in engineering. Knowledge and experience are also important when constructing 
heuristics or algorithms that can solve the kind of complex problem that the 
planning process constitutes. 
 
When network usage increases, complexity in the planning process also 
increases. Manual planning may in some cases be possible but should not be 
recommended. It is a time consuming, inefficient and inaccurate process. 
Computers, on the other hand, are well suited for this kind of task and as 
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computer performance increases every day, more and more detailed heuristics 
can be constructed. The time needed for the algorithm to solve a planning 
problem contra the level of detail in the algorithm is often the dilemma that 
strikes the constructor of the algorithm. A detailed algorithm will present more 
accurate solutions, than its opposite, but its level of detail also implies a longer 
computational time. A compromise between time and accuracy is hard to find, 
since the relationship does not tend to be of the first order. 
 
One of the companies that have specialized in solving the planning problem is 
ComOpt, a Swedish based company that have the whole world as market. 
ComOpt has presented me a problem related to the Frequency Assignment 
Problem. One of their clients, NexTel, uses a special technology, iDEN, to 
manage their network. This technology puts new demands and even creates a 
new problem to add to the already existing Frequency Assignment Problem. 
This new problem may be considered as a pre-phase problem and it must be 
solved before solving the Frequency Assignment Problem. In this thesis I will 
present two completely different algorithms that solve the pre-phase problem. 
Where the first is fast the other is slow and more accurate. As suspected the 
solutions will differ in quality, but to state which algorithm is best proves to be 
harder than first imagined. 

1.3 A Brief Presentation of the Company 
One of the companies that have specialized in solving the Frequency 
Assignment Problem for network providers is ComOpt, based in Helsingborg, 
Sweden. In the late 1990’s ComOpt was established and shortly thereafter 
released its first product: the AFP, Automatic Frequency Planning. An 
application that solved the Frequency Assignment Problem both accurately and 
in just a fraction of time compared to solving it by hand. Unfortunately the 
application was not met by great trust among the experienced engineers, used to 
solve the problem by hand. However, ComOpt was able to prove, using real 
networks, that its software produced better frequency plans than the best 
engineers could manage by hand. This boosted the reliability in ComOpt and the 
company could start expanding its market. 
 
ComOpt kept growing and is now one of the world leading companies in this 
area. The company now has global market shares and their products, among 
them the AFP, can be found at network providers worldwide. 
 
In order to keep market shares a company must always be updated in, or most 
favorable be ahead of, new technologies. Normally, the approach for solving the 
Frequency Assignment Problem includes mapping the active sectors with their 
service areas and the interfering sectors. In most literature, sectors are 
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considered as symmetrically units and their respective assigned frequencies does 
not leak into adjacent sectors service areas, causing interference. In real cases 
though, the service areas are not symmetrical. The shape of the service areas 
much depends on the surrounding landscape. Buildings, hills and other objects 
cause attenuation in signal strength. Therefore, the real service areas are 
asymmetrical. Problems arise when determining the shape of a sector’s service 
area and the signal strength the sector may use in its service area. If set too low 
it will not cover its service area and if set too high it will interfere with adjacent 
sectors service areas. ComOpt has improved this process by using a ray trace 
modeling tool for determining the shape of service areas for different values in 
signal strength. 
 
The company ComOpt is interesting since its main products belong to the 
telecom sector while the company itself does not depend on the ups and downs 
in the telecom market. ComOpt plans networks, which will still be used during 
down periods in the telecom market. [4] 
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Chapter 2  
 
Theory 

2.1 The Frequency Assignment Problem 
There are many variants of the Frequency Assignment Problem, FAP. The term 
FAP is a generalization of the problem that constitutes the difficulty in assigning 
the demanded amount of frequencies to sectors in wireless networks. The 
explosion in usage of digital cellular phones implies a lack of the crucial 
resource, i.e. available spectrum or frequencies. The limitation in frequencies 
provides for a smart usage of the available frequencies, since that will increase 
the efficiency of the network. The reuse of frequencies within a wireless 
network implies increased network efficiency. However, the reusage may also 
cause a loss of quality in the network if the reused frequencies interfere with 
each other.  
 
Hence, the Frequency Assignment Problem constitutes the difficulty in 
combining a high reuse of frequencies with minimal interference. Figure 2-1 
demonstrates the interference issue. Close frequencies (on the electromagnetic 
band) or reuse of the same frequency causes partial interference in the carrier’s 
service area. The interference originates from an interfering sector, labeled 
interferer in Figure 2-1. The color intensity indicates the level of interference. 
[2] 
 
Each frequency assignment problem has two basic issues: 
 

1. All wireless connections within a system must be assigned frequencies as 
to make data transfers between transmitters and receivers possible. The 
frequencies are selected from a set of available frequencies in the given 
area. 
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Figure 2-1: The interference issue 

 
2. The assigned frequencies might interfere with each other and thus lower 

network efficiency. Interference will occur if the frequencies are close on 
the electromagnetic band and used in the same area.  

 
Obviously it is a good idea not to use the same or close frequencies in adjacent 
sectors. However the origin of the interference may be a sector further away. 
Also, the interference may origin from more than one sector. The interfering 
frequencies are considered as noise and the interference is measured at the 
receiver as signal to noise ratio, SNR, or signal to interference ratio, SIR. If a 
communication link is to function satisfactory the SNR must be at least 12 dB. 
The level of interference does not only depend on distance on the 
electromagnetic band. It also depends on the characteristics of the environment, 
such as; the type of landscape, buildings, etc. 
 
The approach to solve the Frequency Assignment Problem can be divided into 
three categories. 
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1. FCA, Fixed Channel Assignment. In this approach frequencies have to be 

assigned to sectors according to a forecasted demand in advance. Note 
that this implies that the solution, the frequency plan, can not be altered 
during its usage. 

2. DCA, Dynamic Channel Assignment. In this approach the frequency plan 
can be altered during its usage in order to meet the current demand in 
frequencies. Note that the demand is not constant. 

3. HCA, Hybrid Channel Assignment. HCA is a combination of FCA and 
DCA. A part of the spectrum is assigned in advance. The rest of the 
spectrum is kept unassigned to function as a stand by spectrum and is 
used to meet demand peaks in the system. 

 
The subject in this thesis is related to the first case, FCA. Therefore, no more 
aspects of DCA or HCA will be discussed. 
 
There are four types of approaches for solving the FAP. 
 

1. MO-FAP, Minimum Order Frequency Assignment. 
2. MS-FAP, Minimum Span Frequency Assignment. 
3. MB-FAP, Minimum Blocking Assignment. 
4. MI-FAP, Minimum interference Assignment. 

 
The first and obvious objective for the four approaches is to assign frequencies 
in a manner that minimizes the interference. However, the four approaches also 
differ in some aspect. The second objective in the first approach is to minimize 
the number of used frequencies. In the second approach the second objective is 
to minimize the used span, i.e. the difference between the maximum and 
minimum frequency. The second objective in the third approach implies that the 
frequencies must be assigned as to minimize the overall blocking probability in 
the network. Finally the second objective in the fourth approach states that the 
frequencies must be assigned in such a manner as to minimize the total sum of 
weighted interference levels. [1] 

2.2 iDEN 
iDEN, Integrated Digital Enhanced Network, is an invention by Motorola with 
the purpose to allow pagers, data/fax modems as well as cellular phones to 
communicate within the same network. iDEN is based on the GSM technology 
and uses TDMA, Time Division Multiple Access. Along with TDMA iDEN also 
uses VSELP, Vector Sum Excited Linear Predictor, speech coding techniques to 
decrease the amount of transmitted data in the network.  
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iDEN uses carrier numbers to designate channel frequencies. The inbound 
frequency (used by the mobile transmitter) and the outbound frequency (used by 
the base radio) are separated by 45 MHz. The inbound/outbound frequency pair 
constitutes the communication channel and each communication channel is 
divided into three time slots (with a length of 15 ms). The mobile transmitters 
are only allowed to transmit in one time slot, whereas the base radio obviously 
can transmit in all time slots.  Given the carrier number the inbound and 
outbound frequencies can be calculated as: 
 
inbound frequency = (0.0125 x carrier number) + 806 [MHz] (2-1) 
outbound frequency = (0.0125 x carrier number) + 851 [MHz] (2-2) 
 
The carrier number range from 1 to 600, thus the bandwidth of each frequency is 
25 kHz. Each mobile transmitter is assigned a unique channel designation, 
defined by both the carrier number and the time slot definition. 
 
Normally there are about 100 pre-defined control carriers available. The 
outbound control frequency continuously broadcasts information regarding; 
system identification, timing parameters to be used by mobile transmitters 
operating in the system and values for maximum allowed transmit power for the 
mobile transmitters. It is a maximum value since the mobile transmitters are able 
to measure the current SNR, hence the mobile transmitters does not always 
utilize the maximum allowed transmit power. 
 
When a mobile transmitter is turned on it scans for outbound control frequencies 
and locks on to the control frequency that has the highest SNR. It then sends a 
notification to the base radio on the corresponding inbound frequency. The 
mobile transmitter also uses the inbound control frequency to initiate a call. It 
places a request on the control channel and if possible and after a series of 
handshakes it receives the dedicated unique channel code. Since the mobile 
transmitter is able to measure the SNR it can use the control channel to initiate a 
handover to another sector with higher SNR, if necessary. 
 
The iDEN technology uses a variant of M16-QAM modulation. It is a Motorola 
proprietary digital format utilizing M16-QAM modulation on four sub carriers. 
This format involves both amplitude and phase modulation. [2] 
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Chapter 3  
 
Problem Definition 

NexTel, a company based in the United States has a special problem related to 
frequency planning in frequency hoping networks for mobile communication. 
Nextel uses Motorola’s technology iDEN in their networks. Normally there are 
about 600 frequencies in an area which can be used by iDEN. However, not all 
frequencies may be used for commercial traffic so Nextel may only be able to 
buy two thirds of the available frequencies, for usage in this particular area. A 
system is composed of a number of these areas and NexTel wishes to set up a 
mobile network within the system. There are also a number of sectors, with 
fixed geographical positions, located in the different areas. As a result, the 
different sectors may not be able to use the same frequencies. 
 
To set up the network the frequencies must be assigned to the sectors, but Nextel 
has a wish in this matter. The frequencies are to be arranged into groups, where 
the groups then are to be assigned to the sectors. According to NexTel the 
grouping strategy is an efficient way to identify sectors in field measurement. 
Once a frequency is identified the group is implicitly defined and thereby the 
sector which the group is assigned to. NexTel uses ComOpt's tool, the AFP, to 
assign the groups to the sectors. 
 
The current technique for arranging the groups is manual. The technique is time 
consuming and inaccurate. ComOpt has realized the problem and is curious if 
their tool can boost the efficiency in the network if these groups are arranged 
more accurately. The extra accuracy implies extra complexity in the group 
arranging strategy, thus ComOpt is interested in a computerized algorithm that 
creates better groups than the manual technique. 
 
The Group Arrangement Problem, GAP, constitute the pre-phase problem that 
has to be solved prior to the FAP. Further, if the AFP is to be able to boost the 
network efficiency, the groups must be constructed in the best possible way. 
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3.1 Details 
Initially 100 of the 600 frequencies are to be used as control frequencies, fCC, for 
signaling. The control frequencies are fixed, since it simplifies identification but 
they may also be used as normal frequencies, f. 
  
There are of course a number of restrictions to the Group Arrangement Problem.  
 

• Every group must contain at least one fCC. 
• A frequency may only be assigned to one group. 
• There might be a demand on separation between frequencies in a group. 

 
So far a frequency has been synonymous to a channel. However, a need for a 
channel with higher bandwidth might occur. One solution to this is to join two, 
three or four adjacent frequencies as one channel. These multi frequency 
channels are named QUAD-2, QUAD-3 and QUAD-4 respectively.  

3.2 Available Data 
Every sector in the area has a list of parameters that will be considered as input 
data. To solve the Group Arrangement Problem not all parameters are needed, 
but among them are some parameters of interest: 
 

• Frequency demand per sector. 
• QUAD-n demand per sector. 
• Unsupported frequencies per sector. 

 
Other necessary input data are: 
 

• Available frequencies in the system. 
• Pre-defined control frequencies in the system.  

3.3 Consequences of Frequency Groups 
The arrangement of frequencies into groups will have some effects on the 
efficiency of the system. Note that assigning one frequency to a sector is equal 
to assigning one group (the group the frequency belongs to) to the sector. This 
group may not be reused by geographically adjacent sectors, even if the first 
sector does not use all frequencies in the group, due to co-channel interference. 
Thus, when arranging frequencies into groups, the degree of freedom decreases 
compared to the free planning case. The desired number of frequencies per 
group also afflicts the degree of freedom. Naturally, large groups will have 
greater impact on the degree of freedom than small groups. When planning the 
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system a high degree of freedom implies that the FAP is easier to solve and that 
the solution will be more efficient than a solution that is afflicted by a low 
degree of freedom. 
 
The case of free planning, i.e. number of frequencies per group is equal to one, 
suggests that the degree of freedom should be equal to 100 percent. If frequency 
groups are required and the requested group size is equal to two, the degree of 
freedom will be lower. Consider a group consisting of the frequencies f1 and f2 
assigned to sector S1. The case of free planning suggests that possible 
frequencies to assign to geographically adjacent sectors are the frequencies f2 to 
fn (where n is the total number of available frequencies), in order to avoid co-
channel interference. However, in the case with groups, the usable frequencies 
in the adjacent area are f3 to fn. Further, if the required group size is k 
frequencies per group, usable frequencies in the adjacent area are fk+1 to fn. With 
this reasoning the degree of freedom is defined as: 
 

n
kkL −=1)( , where n is the total number of available frequencies. (3-1) 

 
As stated above, the efficiency of a solution depends on the degree of freedom. 
However, the grouping strategy is bound to create redundancy in the system and 
the redundancy will have a big impact on the efficiency. Consider a case were 
the sectors respective demand is spread evenly from the minimum demand, dmin, 
to the maximum demand, dmax. A solution to the pre-phase problem is created 
consisting of a number of groups and each croup consist of a number of 
frequencies. The number of frequencies per group is spread as to match the 
demand of the sectors. The redundancy arises when groups must, due to a low 
degree of freedom, be assigned to sectors which demand is less than the size of 
the assigned group. As a result none of the geographically adjacent sectors may 
use the surplus frequencies in the assigned group. 
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Chapter 4  
 
Solution Approach 

The Group Arrangement Problem can be solved in a multitude of different ways. 
But the root idea is to construct a computer based algorithm that is both fast and 
creates better groups than the manual technique. In this thesis I will present two 
algorithms that fulfill those requirements and also make a comparison between 
the two. The first solution is a stochastic algorithm and the second a 
deterministic. In the rest of this thesis, frequencies will be synonymous to carrier 
number, due to that assigning an inbound frequency to a group imply that the 
corresponding outbound frequency also will be assigned to the same group. 
 
Before I present the solutions there are some questions that must be asked. As 
stated in Chapter 3 Problem Definition; the Group Arrangement Problem is to 
make groups in the best possible way. The statement leads to five important 
questions: 
 

1. What defines a good group?  
2. How many groups shall be made? 
3. How shall quality, Q, be measured? 
4. What differentiates one good group from another?  
5. What criteria must the solution fulfil?  

 
The intuitive answer to the first question is: A good group meets as many sectors 
demand as possible, and would imply that all frequencies should be assigned to 
one single group. That group would of course meet all sectors demand. However 
convenient such a solution would be, there are conditions that make this solution 
unusable. If this group is assigned to a sector, the degree of freedom would be 
equal to zero for all adjacent sectors. As stated in Chapter 2 Theory, two 
geographically adjacent sectors which use the same frequency will interfere with 
each other, and efficiency in the network will drop rapidly. The conclusion is 
that one group is not enough. This line of argument leads to the second question. 
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In order to avoid interference between sectors the best solution would occur if 
not two sectors were assigned the same group, i.e. make as many groups as there 
are sectors. In reality that is not possible since one frequency only may be 
assigned to one group and there is a limit concerning the number of frequencies 
that can be used.   
If the answers to the first two questions are combined, two parameters that 
characterize a good solution are given, namely: 
 

1. The solution should have as many groups as possible. 
2. The groups should meet as many sectors demand as possible. 

 
When knowing what signifies a good group and solution, a method to measure 
the quality of a solution, in order to distinguish between different solutions, is 
needed. Before this method is developed, the manner of how a group meets a 
sector’s demand must be defined. 
 
In any area there are a number of frequencies F and some of them may be used. 
A sector S, in the area, has a demand of d frequencies including control 
frequencies. S has a number of unsupported frequencies Us where Us belong to 
F. Assume a group g assigned to S. If the number of frequencies in g that do not 
belong to Us are greater or equal to d and at least one of them is a control 
frequency then the demand of S is met, and we say that g fits S.  
 
If the two parameters that characterize a good solution are combined, quality is 
derived as a measure of number of fitting groups per sector. A high number is 
good and it implies that many groups are good. To calculate Q we need to keep 
track of how many sectors each group fits, add them and divide by the total 
number of sectors, NumSec. Thus: 
 

∑
∈

⋅=
Gg

gF
NumSec

GQ  )(
1

)(  (4-1) 

 
where G is the grouping and 
 

∑
=

=
NumSec

j
gjygF

1
)( , 





=
otherwise 0

sector  fits  group if 1 jg
ygj   (4-2) 

 
The Q-value is a convenient way of measuring the quality of a solution. 
However, note that Q is a mean value and does not reveal anything about the 
stability of a solution. Consider a problem with 4 sectors, 1 – 4, and a solution 
with 4 groups, A – D, see Figure 4-1.  
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Figure 4-1: The stability issue. Left: Case 1, right: Case 2 

Two types of cases can be identified. In case 1 the fitting groups are spread 
evenly over all sectors and Q is equal to 2 groups per sector. In case 2 Q is also 
equal to 2 groups per sector. But Sector 2 and 3 only have one fitting group 
each, namely group C. If sector 2 and 3 are geographically adjacent and the 
solution in case 2 is applied, the efficiency will drop due to interference between 
sector 2 and 3. The solution in case 2 is therefore defined as unstable and not 
recommended. This discussion also leads to question 4. If group D is considered 
to be a good group in case 2 then all groups should be considered equally good, 
because they all fit two sectors each. But the difference is that group C is 
essential for the solution and therefore a key group. Without group C, sector 2 
and 3 would not have any assigned group at all. That leads us to the last question 
i.e. decide what criteria a solution must fulfil in order to be approved. The 
intuitive answer to the last question is: an approved solution must fulfil one 
criterion: 
 

• Every sector must have at least one fitting group. 
 
This implies that every approved solution must have at least one group with the 
same size as the largest demand in the system. It is not possible to assume that 
every sector has the same demand in frequencies, since that is rarely the case in 
reality. From the criteria follows that there will be redundancy in the system and 
that conflicts with the first point in what characterizes a good solution: the 
solution should have as many groups as possible. 
 
There are now two problems of significance: 
 

1. We may get several solutions with the same Q-value but nothing is known 
of their stability. 

2. There is a conflict between the criterion for an approved solution and the 
characteristics of a good solution. 

 

1 2 3 4 

A A 

B B D D 
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D D
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However difficult this might seem, it is possible to rectify both problems with 
one justified assumption. 
Assumption 1: 

 
Let it be possible to assign more than one group to any given sector so that 
the groups together meet the sector’s demand. [4] 

 
The assumption is a result of the features of the AFP. With this assumption it is 
possible to make as many groups as there are frequencies i.e. free planning. 
However, recall that NexTel wants groups of frequencies. Therefore the solution 
should be composed of groups so that as few groups as possible has to be 
assigned per sector. This implies that the characteristics of a good solution have 
not changed. Another result of the assumption is that the stability of a solution 
no longer is of any greater significance. The Q-value is sufficient for measuring 
the performance of a solution.  
 
As a summary it is known that: 
 

1. A solution should have as many groups as possible and meet as many 
sectors demand as possible. 

2. The Q-value is sufficient for measuring the quality of a solution. 
3. It is possible to assign more than one group per sector. 
4. There are no hard criteria a solution must fulfill in order to be approved. 

4.1 Defining Parameters 
To solve the Group Arrangement Problem it is necessary to define a range of 
parameters. Since the two algorithms differ they do not use exactly the same 
parameters. Thus, the algorithm specific parameters will be defined in the 
respective section. However, some parameters are shared by the algorithms and 
they will be defined in this section. 
 

• AvailF, the number of available frequencies in the system. 
• AvailFCC, the number of available control frequencies in the system. 
• RemF, the number of unused frequencies in the system. 
• RemFCC, the number of unused control frequencies in the system. 
• Size(g), the total number of frequencies in group g. 
• Size(G), the number of groups in the current grouping G. 
• NumFCC(g), the number of control frequencies in group g. 

 
There are also a number of shared functions, as the measure of quality Q(G) and 
the fitness F(g), both defined above. These parameters are used to measure the 
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quality of an already created grouping. To create a grouping, other parameters 
would be useful. Recall from Chapter 3 Problem Definition that sectors in 
different areas might not support the same frequencies. Neither is the number of 
frequencies each sector support fixed or equal for all sectors. A function for the 
usability, U, of frequency, f, is defined as: 
 

∑
=

⋅=
NumSec

k
kfa

NumSec
fU

1

1)( , 




=
otherwise 0

 frequency  suports sector  if 1 fk
akf   (4-3) 

 
Groups are created by joining frequencies into clusters. To increase the size of a 
cluster an add operation is performed. The purpose is to join frequency f with 
the group g, that consists of the frequencies fg. Recall from Chapter 3 Problem 
Definition that there might be a demand on separation between frequencies in a 
group. Hence, a function for adjacency, Adj, is defined as: 
 

{ }gffffgAdj gg ∈∀−= , min),(   (4-4) 
 
In the beginning of Chapter 4 Solution Approach it was concluded that there are 
no hard criteria a solution must fulfil in order to be approved. However practical 
this may seem, to the algorithm, a user might want to influence the appearance 
of the solution. Hence, it is necessary to set up user input parameters. 
 

• uMaxGS, the maximum group size, in frequencies, that is allowed in the 
solution 

• uMinGS, the minimum group size, in frequencies, that is allowed in the 
solution 

• uMaxG, the maximum number of groups that are allowed in the solution 
• uMinG, the minimum number of groups that are allowed in the solution 
• uSepDem, the required separation between frequencies in a group 

 
The user may decide not to intervene in the characteristics of the solution. The 
parameters will then keep their respective default values, which are: 
 

• uMaxGS = the highest demand in the system, 
• uMinGS = the lowest demand in the system, 
• uMaxG = AvailFCC and 
• uSepDem = 1. 

 
The default value for uMinG differs depending on which algorithm is used. The 
default value in the stochastic algorithm is equal to AvailF / uMaxGS +1 and in 
the deterministic algorithm equal to one. The difference has no significance in 
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an optimizing perspective. However, the difference makes it simpler to code the 
algorithms. 

4.2 Estimation of Parameters 
In the beginning of this chapter I stated that a good solution has as many groups 
as possible and meets as many sectors demand as possible. This statement is 
obviously a contradiction thus the algorithm will try to find a compromise. 
However, it is possible to make a few calculations on the input data in order to 
estimate the optimum number of frequencies a group should contain and thus an 
interval for the optimum number of groups. The input data can be arranged in 
two columns: sector demand and the number of sectors with the corresponding 
demand. The table will appear like the following: 
 
dmin ndmin 
dmin + 1 ndmin + 1 
dmin + 2 ndmin + 2 
. . 
. . 
dmax ndmax 
 
If as many groups as possible are created the group size will be equal to one (i.e. 
free planning) and none of the sectors demand will be met. Thus, the smallest 
plausible group size is equal to dmin and the number of groups can be calculated 
as AvailF divided by dmin. With this group size, ndmin sectors demand will be met 
and further, with the group size set to dmin + 1, ndmin + ndmin + 1 sectors demand 
will be met. Thus, to estimate the optimum group size it is possible to maximize  
 

∑
=

=⋅=
i

dk
k ddin

i
AvailFiz

min

maxmin ... , )(max    (4-5) 

 
in order to find the optimum group size. The optimum group size would then be 
equal to imax for which z(i) reaches its maximum. Note that this estimation is 
based on the assumption that U(f) is equal to one for all frequencies. That is 
rarely the case. In order to achieve a more realistic value let the estimated group 
size be equal to imax divided by Umean. Note that the obtained value can be 
considered as the integer relaxation. To obtain an integer let the estimated group 
size be equal to an interval of length one. The estimated group size, egs, is 
defined as: 
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= 1, maxmax

meanmean U
i

U
iegs   (4-6) 

4.3 Delimitations 
There is one aspect that will make the algorithm both complex and lower the 
performance of the solution, namely the need for QUAD-channels. In a system 
where one or more of the sectors has a need for a QUAD-channel, the QUAD 
design becomes an optimization problem in itself. There are two strategies for 
implementing QUADs in a solution. It is possible to; mix QUAD-channels with 
normal channels in groups, or construct groups consisting of only normal 
channels or QUAD-channels. The latter would appear to be easiest. But since 
the input data does not contain geographical co-ordinates for the sectors it is not 
possible to derive the required amount of QUAD-channels. Further, if a group 
that contains a QUAD-channel is assigned to a sector that does not require a 
QUAD-channel, there will be redundancy caused by the possible adjacency 
requirement, see Figure 4-2. From that follows that if as many QUAD-channel 
groups as possible (i.e. only QUAD-channel groups) are constructed, as with the 
normal groups, performance of the solution will drop to almost half. 
 

 
Figure 4-2: Two examples of unusable frequencies (bordered) in a group 

containing a QUAD-4 

According to ComOpt the easiest way to handle the QUAD problem is to simply 
construct QUAD-channels explicitly for every sector that requires them. This 
means that the QUAD problem will not be included in the optimization problem. 
However, for every sector that demands a QUAD-n, n will be subtracted from 
the sectors demand, in order to allow normal planning. 
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4.4 Mathematical Model 
Using a mathematical expression, the problem can be summarized as: 

max ∑
∈

=
Gg

gF
NumSec

GQ )(1)(   (4-7) 

s.t. ∑
=

=
NumSec

j
gjygF

1
)(   (4-8) 

 fj
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fggjjgj excdy ⋅⋅≤⋅ ∑
∈
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 ∑
∈

⋅≤
AvailFCCf

fjfggj exc  (4-10) 

 ∑ ∀≤
g

fg fx  , 1  (4-11) 

 
Variables are: 
 





=
otherwise 0

sector  fits  group if 1 jg
ygj  

 
dj = demand for sector j 
 





=
otherwise 0

sector by  supported is that  oneleast at  contains  group if 1 jfg
c CC

gj  

 





=
otherwise 0

frequency contain   groupg if 1 fg
x fg  

 





=
otherwise 0

sector by  supported is frequency  if 1 jf
e fj  

4.5 The Algorithms 
The two algorithms, the stochastic and the deterministic, obviously differ in 
some way. Both of the algorithms can be described schematically with the block 
diagram in Figure 4-3. This thesis will concentrate on the blocks initialize 
algorithm and optimize, for both of the algorithms. 
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Figure 4-3: Schematic model of the algorithms 

Both of the algorithms must keep track of all the required data, i.e. frequencies, 
groups etc. Some of the data, for example all the groups, will be stored in a 
vector format. The vector has a start position, the first element, and an additional 
number of elements. For simplicity, when referring to the next element in a 
vector I will use the notation step. For example: when I refer to the next group, 
i.e. the next element in the group vector, I will write step(g) (and the equivalent 
for other vectors). If group g is the last element in the group vector, step(g) 
implies that g will be the first group in the vector. 

Load input 
data 

Initialize 
algorithm 

Create data 
structures 

Optimize
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Chapter 5  
 
The Stochastic Algorithm 

The stochastic algorithm is designed to find a solution fast and then improve it. 
It has as the name reveals some elements that are random. But the algorithm 
cannot depend fully on chance. Some strategy is needed and therefore some 
extra parameters. 
 

• PenFit(g), the penalty group g suffers from its own grade of fitness.  
• PenFCC(g), the penalty group g suffers if it does not contain a control 

frequency. 
• PenSize(g), the penalty group g suffers if size(g) is smaller or bigger than 

allowed. 
• PenTot(g), the total penalty group g suffers. 
• LastFound, a time stamp for the last made improvement. 
• MaxFCC, the maximum number of control frequencies per group, in the 

start solution. 

5.1 The Initialization 
The stochastic algorithm needs a start solution from where the optimization 
process begins. The algorithm does not, in a strict way, depend on the quality of 
the start solution. However, if the start solution is good, the algorithm will 
converge to a maximum faster.  
 
A strategy will be used for this purpose (the strategy is also shown in Figure 
5-1): 
 

1. Create AvailF / min[egs] groups. Call the first group g.  
2. Check if there are any frequencies left, i.e. not placed in groups. If there 

are any, go to 3, else go to 9. 
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3. Check if there are any control frequencies left, i.e. not placed in groups. If 
there are any, go to 4, else go to 5. 

4. Find the control frequency with the maximum U(f)-value which is not yet 
placed in any group and call it f. Go to 6. 

5. Find the frequency with the maximum U(f)-value and which is not yet 
placed in any group and call it f. 

6. Test if f can be placed in g. There are four tests where the first two and 
one of the last two must be valid. 
Size(g) < uMaxGS, 
Adj(g, f) ≥ uSepDem, 
RemFCC > 0 and 
NumFCC(g) > 0. 
If f can be placed in g then go to 7. If not then step(g) and return to 6. 

7. Place f in g. 
8. Check if: 

RemFCC > 0, 
U(f) ≠ 1, 
NumFCC(g) < MaxFCC. 
If all conditions are satisfied then go to 2. Else step(g) and go to 2. 

9. Delete all empty groups. 
10. Start optimization. 
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Figure 5-1: Flowchart for creating start groups 

The strategy is very simple and straight forward. It creates AvailF / min[egs] 
groups (recall that the estimated optimum group size is the interval max[egs] to 
min[egs]) and then places all control frequencies first. If there is a need and a 
possibility the algorithm will place more than one control frequency in one 
group, with the maximum of MaxFCC control frequencies in one group. In the 
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above strategy the need arises when the assigned control frequency’s usability is 
less than one, i.e. when it is not supported by every sector, hence the tests in 
point 8. It then continues with placing the normal frequencies. The frequencies 
will be placed in a ranked order with the highest usability first. When placing 
normal frequencies, the algorithm will avoid placing them in groups that do not 
contain any fCC, hence the last two tests in point 6. 
 
The algorithm now has the start groups and parameters it requires and can 
commence the optimization. The start grouping is labelled Gstart and the first 
group in Gstart is labelled gs.  

5.2 Optimization 
The algorithm consists of 4 intuitive steps. The steps are also shown in Figure 
5-2. 
 

1. Calculate Q(G). 
2. If Q(G) is better than Q(Gbs), where Gbs is the best saved grouping, then 

save G and let G be the best saved grouping. 
3. Find the worst group and call it gw. 
4. Select an action to perform on gw to improve G. Then go to 1. 

 

 
Figure 5-2: Schematic flowchart for the stochastic algorithm 

This simple model of the algorithm must yet be expanded to include more steps, 
since it does not for example reveal how many iterations that will be made. But 
first, step one will be discussed. 
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When Q(G) is calculated all groups that have been changed, due to an action 
(the initialization is considered to be an action), are tested on all sectors and the 
fitness, F(g), for each group is calculated. In the same process all the penalties 
are also being calculated. The fitness penalty PenFit(g) is calculated as: 
 







 −⋅=

NumSec
gFfgPenFit )(1)( 1 , where f1 is a factor.  (5-1) 

 
The control frequency penalty, PenFCC(g), is calculated as: 
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The size penalty, PenSize(g), is calculated as: 
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where f3 is a factor. 
 
Finally the total penalty, PenTot(g) is calculated as: 
 
PenTot(g) = PenFit(g) + PenFCC(g) + PenSize(g)  (5-4) 
 
The factors will be thoroughly defined and interpreted later. For now we may 
note that the penalties, the factors; f1, f2 and f3, and the time stamp are used for 
controlling the flow of the algorithm. 
 
In step three the algorithm will scan the groups for the highest PenTot. I will 
refer to this group as gw and gw is, at the moment, the worst group in the 
solution. In step four the algorithm will select an action to perform on gw in 
order to improve G. Note that improving G does not implicitly mean that gw 
must be improved. There are six actions the algorithm may choose from, where 
four of them contain some random element. Given the different penalties of gw 
the algorithm is able to detect the faults of gw, since the penalties signal what is 
amiss, and choose the best action in order to rectify these faults. The actions are 
arranged in a list and when the algorithm chooses an action it selects the first 
action, in the list, that is allowed due to the conditions. As a consequence some 
conditions are implicit. 
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5.2.1 The Actions 
Disintegration 
If F(gw) = 0 and Size(gw) ≥ uMinGS, gw is considered as useless and will 
therefore be disintegrated. On the other hand, if Size(gw) < uMinGS, F(gw) will 
always be equal to zero, since gw is too small to meet any sectors demand. In this 
case the algorithm will choose another action. The disintegration process takes 
place in the following steps: 
 

1. Select a random number, r, between 0 and size(G) - 1. 
2. From gs take r steps to group g. 
3. If g is the same group as gw then step(g). 
4. Select the frequency with the lowest number, f, from gw. If Adj(g, f) ≥ 

uSepDem remove f from gw and place it in g. 
5. If size(gw) > 0 return to 1. Otherwise the disintegrate process is finished. 

 
The disintegrate process will be iterated a maximum of 3 · size(G) times. If there 
are any remaining frequencies in gw after the process the reduced group will be 
kept. 
 
Random Disintegration 
If Size(gw) ≥ uMinGS there is a possibility, prd, that the algorithm will be 
compelled to disintegrate gw, even if F(gw) > 0. This action might lower the 
groupings Q-value. But the important consequence is that this action will 
increase the variations of group constellations. Without this action the algorithm 
will stagnate. The process is implemented in the same way as above. 
 
Regroup 
If Size(gw) > uMaxGS this action will split gw into n smaller groups, in 5 steps. 
 

1. Generate a random number r between uMinGS and uMaxGS. 
2. Create a new group gn and assume size(gn) = r. 
3. If NumFCC(gw) > 0 select the control frequency with the lowest number 

in gw, remove it from gw and place it in gn. 
4. If size(gw)-NumFCC(gw) ≥ r-1 remove r-1 random frequencies from gw 

and place them in gn. 
Else, remove size(gw)-NumFCC(gw) random frequencies from gw and 
place them in gn. 

5. If size(gw) > 0 return to 1, else quit. 
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Steal fCC 
If PenFCC(gw) ≠ 0, gw will try to steal a control frequency from the group that 
contains the most control frequencies, in 2 steps. 
 

1. In G, find the group with the highest number of control frequencies and 
call it gt. 

2. If gt contains one or more control frequencies that fulfils Adj(gw, fCC) ≥ 
USepDem, where fCC is the control frequency, select the one with the 
highest U-value, remove it from gt and place it in gw. If not, do nothing. 

 
Steal f 
If NumFCC(gw) > 0 and size(gw) ≤ max[egs], gw will try to steal a frequency 
from the best group. Recall that egs is the estimated optimum group size. 
Further, the algorithm strives to create equally good groups of size egs. This 
implies that if size(gw) > egs it is unwise to steal from the best group and another 
action will be selected. 
The Steal f action will be executed in 2 steps. 
 

1. In G, find the group with the lowest PenTot, i.e. the best group, and call it 
gt. 

2. If gt contains one or more frequencies that fulfils Adj(gw, f) ≥ uSepDem, 
where f is the frequency, select the one with the highest U-value, remove 
it from gt and place it in gw. If not, do nothing. 

 
Random Steal/Discard 
If none of the above actions were possible to execute, there is a chance that a 
random action can be executed. The random action takes place in 12 steps. 
 
 

1. Generate a random number, r, between 0 and size(G) - 1. 
2. From gs take r steps and call the current group gt. If gt is equal to gw then 

step(g). 
3. Generate a random binary number, b, as 0 or 1. If b is equal to 0 go to 4, 

else go to 8. 
4. Generate a random integer, p, between 0 and size(gt) – 1. 
5. In the list of frequencies in gt take p steps and call the current frequency f. 
6. If Adj(gw, f) ≥ uSepDem go to 7. Else if f is the last frequency in the list 

and  
Adj(gw, f) < uSepDem go to 12. Else if  
Adj(gw, f) < USepDem, step(f) in the list of gt and go to 6. 

7. Remove f from gt and place it in gw. Go to 12. 
8. Generate a random number, p, between 0 and size(gw) – 1. 
9. In the list of frequencies in gw take p steps and call the current frequency f. 
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10. If Adj(gw, f) ≥ uSepDem go to 7. Else if f is the last frequency in the list 
and  
Adj(gw, f) < uSepDem go to 12. Else if  
Adj(gt, f) < uSepDem, step(f) in the list of gt and go to 10. 

11. Remove f from gw and place it in gt. Go to 12. 
12. Finished. 

 
The actions can be categorized as two different types. The actions 
disintegration, random disintegration and regroup are considered as leap search 
actions, while the actions steal fCC, steal f and random steal/discard are 
considered as neighbourhood search actions. Further the actions steal fCC and 
steal f may also be considered as strictly uphill search actions. The random 
disintegration action and the random steal/discard action, however deteriorating 
they are, will compel the algorithm to try solutions, and their neighbouring 
solutions, which most likely will not occur without these actions. 
 
The actions are designed to allow cases were none of these actions are possible. 
This event can be considered as a dead end where no further actions will 
improve the current grouping. This is not completely true since the Random 
disintegration action and the random steal/discard action might be executed if 
tried a sufficient number of times. However, the dead event is only important to 
the strictly uphill search actions, which neither Random disintegration nor 
random steal/discard belong to. The dead event states that: if no further uphill 
neighbourhood search is possible, the algorithm must return to an earlier point, 
i.e. solution, and retry. The obvious question is: To which point shall the 
algorithm return to? The algorithm will remember only three points during the 
optimization process; one that is fixed and two that varies. The fixed point is 
obviously the start solution and the first of the variable points is the solution 
with the best saved Q-value. The third point however might be the solution with 
the best saved Q-value or it might be a solution which is not approved but still 
has the highest Q-value. This third point allows the algorithm to search uphill 
with leap search actions and save solutions that are not approved. From there 
neighbourhood search actions will try to find an approved solution. When the 
dead end event occur the algorithm will generate a random number between 1 
and 3 and according to that select one of the three return points, respectively. 

5.3 Controlling the Flow 
As seen in Figure 5-2, the algorithm performs one action per iteration. The 
combined effects of the actions will force the Q-value to converge to the 
maximum, i.e. the optimum. However the algorithm is not careful enough to 
find a global optimum in any way but happenstance, and is rather constructed to 
find an acceptable solution in a short time. The time needed to find this solution 
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obviously depends on the number of iterations that are needed to find the 
converged Q-value. Instead of just setting a fix number of iterations to be 
performed, by the algorithm, the algorithm is given a maximum number of 
allowed actions where no improvements are made. This value will be referred to 
as ioni, Iterations of No Improvement. If the algorithm performs ioni consequent 
actions without any improvements in the Q-value the algorithm will terminate. 
However if the algorithm finds an improvement within the ioni number of 
iterations the algorithm still can perform another ioni iterations from this point. 
 
Other parameters that greatly influence the performance of the algorithm are the 
factors f1, f2 and f3 used when calculating penalties and MaxFCC used when 
creating the start groups. The problem is to set the parameters as good as 
possible, since they have such a big impact on the algorithms performance. 
Recall from the creation of the start groups that MaxFCC determines the 
maximum number of control frequencies in any given group in the start solution. 
Implicitly MaxFCC also affects the number of groups in the start solution. A 
low average in usability for the control frequencies along with a high MaxFCC-
value implies that the number of groups in the start solution decreases.  
Determining a value for MaxFCC might seem problematic, but setting the 
factors f1, f2 and f3 will prove to be harder still. Since the algorithm performs 
actions on gw to improve the solution we must define our priorities. In other 
words: gw is supposedly the worst group and the task is to decide what worst 
means.  
Assumption 2: 

 
During the optimization process the following two statements are valid: 
Size(g) < uMinGS or size(g) > uMaxGS is worse than F(g) = 0. 
NumFCC(g) = 0 is worse than size(g) < uMinGS or size(g) > uMaxGS. 
Thus f2 > f3 > f1. 

 
The assumption ranks possible group constellations and sets the order of 
priority. It may seem that the assumption suggests that PenFCC and PenSize are 
more important than PenFit. This is not true. The three penalties are of two 
different types. PenFCC and PenSize are equal to zero when the solution exists 
within the defined bounds of approved solutions, while PenFit is directly related 
to F(g), which is a measure of a group's performance. As a matter of fact the 
algorithm can do without PenFCC and PenSize, but since these two penalties 
identify the faults of gw and thus simplifies the choice of an appropriate action 
along with the objective, as stated in Chapter 4 Solution Approach, to make 
good solutions in short computational time they are both needed. In other words, 
the penalties and the actions are designed as a complex system, where the 
algorithm uses the penalties to choose the correct actions. PenFit on the other 
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hand is what makes the process go forward and what forces the algorithm 
towards better solutions. 
 
Another parameter that has to be set is prd, recall the random disintegration 
action. The parameter prd is the probability that the algorithm will be compelled 
to disintegrate gw, even if F(gw) > 0. Obviously setting prd to one implies that as 
long as size(gw) ≥ uMinGS the algorithm may only choose between the first two 
actions, i.e. disintegration and random disintegration. On the other hand if prd is 
set to zero the algorithm is never able to select a leap search action (recall how 
the start solution is constructed and the conditions for the actions) and therefore 
it will stagnate. Thus 0 < prd < 1. 

5.4 Summary 
The stochastic algorithm creates a start solution from where it begins. The 
algorithm then finds the worst group, gw, in the current solution and if possible 
performs one of the six actions on that group in order to find better solutions. If 
neither of the actions are possible the algorithm returns to one of three 
previously saved solutions; the start solution, the best approved solution or the 
solution with the highest Q-value. The six actions can be categorized in two 
different types: leap search actions and neighbourhood search actions. The 
algorithm will terminate if it cannot find any better solution within ioni 
iterations. There are great difficulties when setting the necessary parameters. 
The values cannot be derived from any formula they have to be tested and 
trimmed. As a consequence there is a hazard that the parameters are trimmed for 
one single case. 
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Chapter 6  
 
The Deterministic Algorithm 

The deterministic algorithm is a single step algorithm, i.e. only one change per 
iteration is allowed. The algorithm will always strive towards a local optimum 
and will therefore scan all possible single step actions and select the best. It will 
continue until there are no single step actions left that will improve the grouping. 
Where the stochastic algorithm will produce many different solutions for a 
single case, the deterministic algorithm always produces the same solution. The 
basic strategy for the deterministic algorithm is shown in Figure 6-1. Obviously 
the algorithm does not need a start solution, the number of groups is fixed within 
the session and the quality measure, Q, is only calculated once in each session. 
The algorithm may also be called an add, drop, and swap algorithm, since the 
actions in Figure 6-1 are add, drop and swap. 
 
 

 
Figure 6-1: Simple model of the deterministic algorithm 
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In addition to the shared parameters the algorithm needs some extra parameters: 
 

• Val(f), value vector for frequency f.  
• Sco(g), score vector for group g. 
• Con(g, f), contribution for the combination (g, f) 

 
The algorithm in Figure 6-1 consists of four simple steps: 
 

1. If possible select the best combination. Else go to point 4. 
2. Perform an action, i.e. add, drop or swap, on the combination. 
3. Update vectors and matrixes then go to point 1. 
4. Calculate Q-value. 

 
The key parts of the algorithm are the first and the second point and these two 
will be investigated more thoroughly. The deterministic algorithm also has an 
initialization process, not printed in Figure 6-1. It will be discussed more in 6.2 
Locating the Optimum. 

6.1 Selecting the Best Combination 
The algorithm is supposed to select the best combination but before it can do 
that it is necessary to decide what best is. The stochastic algorithm uses the U-
value to determine which frequency is best. There is no fault in doing so. A 
frequency with a high U-value indicates a good frequency and it is possible to 
use the U-value in the deterministic algorithm, for the same purpose, as well. 
However, since the U-value is a mean value it only reveals the frequency’s 
overall usability in the system. When the deterministic algorithm selects the best 
frequency it must also select the group to add or swap the frequency to, or the 
group to drop it from. This implies that if there are n groups the algorithm may 
select the frequency f from n different groups. Further this implies that the best 
frequency is selected from a pool consisting of the number of frequencies × the 
number of groups different choices. The pool will be structured into a matrix 
where each row contains all frequencies and each column contains all groups. 
Each position in the matrix will hold a number, a contribution. Hence this matrix 
will be called the contribution matrix. The contribution, in each position, reveals 
the meaning of a change in this position. Note that the only change possible is 
Boolean. If group g contains frequency f, the only change possible is to remove f 
from g and vice versa. A positive contribution in position (g, f) indicates that a 
change in g for f would be good, the higher the contribution the better the 
change and vice versa. The U-value could be used to calculate the contribution 
matrix, but since every group forms a kind of puzzle, that is supposed to cover 
as many sectors demand as possible, it cannot be said that two frequencies with 
the same U-value are equally good for one group. Therefore instead of using the 
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U-value two vectors will be used, the value vector, val(f), and the score vector, 
sco(g), when calculating the contribution matrix. The lengths of both the vectors 
are equal to the number of sectors in the system. The element i in val(f) is equal 
to one if sector i supports frequency f and equal to zero otherwise. The elements 
in sco(g) is equal to the vector sum of val(f) for every f that g contains. The 
vector val(f) is defined as: 
 

[ ]NumSecvvvflVa ,...,,)( 21=
r

, 




=
otherwise 0

 supports sector  if 1 fi
vi   (6-1) 

 
The vector sco(g) is defined as: 
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∈

=
gf

ii flVas )(
r

  (6-2) 

 
Before calculating the contribution matrix it is necessary to decide what 
signifies a good change, i.e. a high contribution. I will make the following 
assumptions 
 
Assumption 3: 

 
1. A change that increases the elements in the score vector, sco(g), is a good 

change. 
2. The change which implies the highest relative change in the score element 

is the best change. 
3. The contribution of dropping a frequency should be equal to the negative 

value for adding the same frequency (an exception is the special case, see 
below). 

 
The assumptions make it possible to conclude that the contribution should 
decrease when the score increases. Secondly, the formula for contribution for 
frequency f should differ depending whether f is placed in the group or not. The 
second assumption also tells us that a grouping consisting of groups with even 
F-values is better than a grouping consisting of a few super, i.e. high 
performance, groups and many low performance groups. 
There are five cases for calculating the contribution matrix: 
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where i is the vector element. 
 
In case two and four, note that con(g, f) is doubled. This is necessary due to the 
fact that the user might have wishes in the appearance of the solution, see 4.1 
Defining Parameters. Without case two and four the algorithm will be able to 
construct solutions of higher quality alas they will not belong to the approved 
solution space. Further, since a group must contain a control frequency in order 
to be useful, con(g, f) will also be doubled if; g contains one control frequency 
and that is f or if g does not contain any control frequency and f is a control 
frequency. The first case indicates that loosing the only control frequency is 
worse than losing a normal frequency and the latter that gaining the first control 
frequency is better than gaining a normal frequency. 
 
The special case is useful due to the possibility of loading an earlier grouping, 
i.e. a pre- grouping. Since the user may have certain wishes of maximum 
allowed group size the algorithm must be able to remove frequencies from 
groups. If the size of any group is greater than uMaxGS the contribution of 
removing a frequency must be positive. Naturally the frequencies with low U-
values will have higher contributions. Given the contribution matrix selecting 
the best combination is simple. The algorithm scans the matrix and selects the 
best frequency and group accordingly. Having picked the best combination the 
algorithm now has to decide what to do with it and that leads to the actions. 

6.1.1 The Actions 
There are only three plausible actions the algorithm may choose from and they 
are add, drop and swap frequency. Add and drop can be described as strictly 
single step actions. The swap action however, can be described both as a double 
step and single step action. The swap action can be described as a drop action 
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with an immediately following add action and therefore be defined as a double 
step action. However if we describe swap as a single step action it could be said 
that swap is similar to add with the only difference that the add action adds 
frequencies from the pool of unused frequencies whereas the swap action adds 
frequencies from the pool of already used frequencies. In this thesis I will 
consider the swap action as a single step action. 
 
Given the best frequency, fb, and the belonging group, gb, the algorithm will 
proceed by choosing one of the following actions. 
 
Swap 
The swap action will be executed if the following criteria are fulfilled: 
 

1. The frequency fb is already assigned to another group, gu, and ∆con = 
con(gb ,fb) + con(gu ,fb) > 0, 

2. size(gb) < uMaxGS and 
3. adj(gb ,fb)) ≥ uSepDem. 

 
The first criterion states that the gain for gb must be greater than the loss for gu, 
if the swap is to be executed. Recall that if the contribution is negative a change 
indicates a loss, hence the plus sign. If all three criteria are fulfilled the 
algorithm will remove fb from gu and place it in gb. 
 
Add 
The add action will be executed if the following criteria are fulfilled: 
 

1. The frequency fb is not already used, 
2. size(gb) < uMaxGS and 
3. adj(gb ,fb) ≥ uSepDem. 

 
If all three criteria are fulfilled the algorithm will place fb in gb. 
 
Drop 
The drop action will be executed if the following criterion is fulfilled: 
 

1. The frequency fb is assigned to gb. 
 
If that is the case the algorithm will remove fb from gb. 
 
If none of the above actions are executable due to the criteria, the algorithm will 
reject fb and try to perform an action on the second best frequency and so on 
until an action has been carried through. 
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After every action the algorithm must update the data. For each group that has 
been changed the corresponding row in the contribution matrix must be 
recalculated and similarly the score vectors for each changed group must be 
modified accordingly. 
 
Figure 6-1 can now be expanded into Figure 6-2, a more detailed overview of 
the algorithm. Each iteration consists of the steps; find the combination (fb, gb), 
perform an action and update the data. The algorithm will keep iterating until no 
action can be executed on any of the combinations. The Q-value will then be 
calculated and the current session will be terminated. 

 
Figure 6-2: Flowchart for the group creating process 
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6.2 Locating the Optimum 
As in any interval, testing all values is a very unintelligent strategy to find the 
optimum. Since Q(G) is a function of F(g) it is implicitly dependant of size(g) 
for all groups that belong to G. Further, since the behaviour of Q(G) can be 
derived for different size(g) it is possible to make an assumption. 
Assumption 4: 

 
Q can be described as a discrete function Q(k), where k is the number of 
groups. Further the inclination, ∆Q(k)/∆k, may only change sign a maximum 
of one time in any given interval for k and if it does it indicates a maximum. 

 
With the assumption it is known that Q(k) must be a variant of one of the three 
graphs in Figure 6-3.  
 

 
 

Figure 6-3: The three possible variants for Q(k) 

The assumption makes it simple to derive the number of groups, k, where Q(k) 
has its maximum value, i.e. the optimum. There are many ways to do this but the 
main issue here is to make as few sessions as possible, in finding the optimum 
number of groups, as to minimize computational time.  

6.2.1 Reducing the Interval 
The deterministic algorithm is somewhat more sophisticated than the stochastic 
algorithm. This also means that the computational time will be longer for the 
deterministic algorithm. Up to this point I have not yet mentioned the number of 
groups the grouping consists of, more than it is a fixed number during the whole 
session. Each session takes time and it would not be efficient to try every 
possible number of groups, k (ranges from 1 to numFCC). Therefore reducing 
the interval would save computational time. The reduced interval is calculated in 
the initialization process, i.e. before the optimization. 
 
The parameter egs makes it possible to predict an interval, intp, for k that 
encloses the optimum k-value. The interval is defined as: 
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The parameter egs is useful when reducing the interval. However, it is important 
to note that egs, as defined in 4.1 Defining Parameters, is an estimation for the 
system and is only valid when the user input parameters are set to default. Recall 
from 4.1 Defining Parameters that the user might have wishes in the 
characteristics of the solution. When the user input parameters differ from the 
default values they affect the space of solutions, which will shrink or expand. 
Hence, the algorithm must be capable to reduce the interval for k accurately 
even if the space of solutions is deformed. To calculate the user influenced 
estimated optimum group size, egsuser, it is necessary to start by redefining z(i), 
or more precise the interval for i: 
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The value for which z(i) reaches its maximum, with the new interval, will be 
denoted iuser. Note that iuser will be equal to uMinGS, uMaxGS or imax.  
 
The parameter egsuser can now be defined as: 
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The parameter egsuser is complicated to use. Recall that imax is divided by Umean in 
order to obtain a more realistic estimation. However, uMaxGS can not be 
divided by Umean, since Umean is less than one and the resulting quote would not 
belong to the allowed space of solutions. Further, if uMinGS is divided by Umean 
the algorithm will be forced to construct fewer groups than necessary. The 
parameter egsuser is still realistic but it is not appropriate for calculating the user 
influenced interval for k, intuser, since it might give rise to an unrealistic interval. 
The Interval intuser will instead be calculated by comparing the parameters imax 
and iuser. 
 
There are three possible cases: 
 

1. iuser is less than imax, 
2. iuser is greater than imax or 
3. iuser is equal to imax. 
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An interpretation of the cases gives that; case one implies that intuser will be 
located on the right side of intp, case two that intuser will be located on the left 
side of intp and case three that intuser will be equal to intp. The three cases give 
rise to three different formulas for intuser. In the first case intuser is defined as: 
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In the second case intuser is defined as:  
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<  it implies that there are not enough frequencies 

to create max[intuser] groups of size uMinGS.  

Therefore max[intuser] will be set to 
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AvailF . 

In the third case intuser will be equal to intp 
 
The number of sessions that must be executed before the optimum is located 
obviously depends on the used strategy, which will be discussed in 6.2.2. It also 
depends on the size of the interval, which has been reduced, and for which value 
within the interval the search is started, kstart. Since intp is calculated by using egs 
the optimum may be assumed to be located in the middle of intp. In case one and 
two above, intuser is located on either side of intp. Due to the characteristics of 
Q(k), see Assumption 4, the optimum k-value can be assumed to be located at a 
certain point in intuser, namely as close to the middle of intp as possible. Hence, 
kstart will be set to the value within intuser that is closest to the middle of intp. 
 
The user might also deform the space of solutions by changing uMinG and 
uMaxG. These changes might imply that some part of intuser will be out of 
bounds. Adapting the predicted, as well as the user influenced, interval to the 
new bound is an easy process.  
 
First consider the case when max[intuser] is greater than uMaxG. To correct this 
max[intuser] must be set to uMaxG. However, there is a chance that min[intuser] 
also is greater than uMaxG. The parameter min[intuser] will then be set to uMaxG 
- 1. Finally, if kstart is greater than uMaxG it must be set to equal uMaxG. 
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In the other case, when min[intuser] is less than uMinG, min[intuser] must be set to 
equal uMinG. If max[intuser] also is less than uMinG, max[intuser] will be set to 
uMinG + 1 . Finally, if kstart is less or equal to uMinG kstart will be set to uMinG + 
1. 
 
Note, in the two above cases, that the conditions for resetting kstart differ. 
Further, the two cases do not reflect each other precisely. This is due to the 
characteristics of the strategy to locate the optimum k-value, see 6.2.2 The 
Search Strategy. 

6.2.2 The Search Strategy 
One strategy to locate the optimum is to utilize the inclination, or more precisely 
the sign of the inclination. If Q(k) is calculated for two adjacent k-values, to 
derive the sign of the inclination, it is known in which direction the search 
should be continued. The algorithm uses the following parameters and strategy 
to locate the optimum k-value. 
 
Parameters: 
 

• Int: The search interval, equal to uMaxG - uMinG. 
• Step: The step length where the sign indicates search direction. The step 

length is always ≥ 1. 
• k: The current number of groups (equal to kstart in the initialization). 
• Tried: A vector for all k-values within Int. The elements consist of the 

corresponding Q-values (equal to minus one in the initialization). The best 
found Q-value is labelled Qbest. 

• Inc: The sign of the inclination between two adjacent Q-values. Inc will 
be set to one, i.e. positive, in the initialization. 

• LeftBound: The maximum k-value for which; Q(k) has been calculated 
and is less than or equal to Qbest and for which Inc is positive. If 
LeftBound is less than min[intuser] LeftBound will be set to min[intuser]. 
LeftBound is initially set to uMinG.  

• RightBound: The minimum k-value for which; Q(k) has been calculated 
and is less than or equal to Qbest and for which Inc is negative. If 
RightBound is greater than max[intuser] RightBound will be set to 
max[intuser]. RightBound is initially set to uMaxG. 

 
Strategy: 
 

1. If Tried(k) < 0 assign frequencies to k groups, calculate Q(k) and store the 
value in Tried(k). 
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2. If Q(k) ≥ Qbest and if Tried(k – sgn(Step)) < 0 assign frequencies to k – 
sgn(Step) groups, calculate Q(k – sgn(Step)) and store the value in Tried(k 
– sgn(Step)). 

3. In Tried estimate, where possible, Inc for all Q-values. If; a change of sign 
in the inclination, a negative inclination at uMinG or a positive inclination 
at uMaxG is noted, present the maximum Q-value in Tried and the 
corresponding k-value (which is the optimum). Then terminate the 
algorithm. 

4. If min[intuser] is equal to RightBound and Inc < 0 decrease min[intuser] and 
LeftBound by one. 

5. If LeftBound is equal to max[intuser] and Inc > 0 increase max[intuser] and 
RightBound by one. 

6. Calculate Step = Inc · (RightBound – LeftBound)/2. 
7. Calculate k = k + Step. Go to point 1. 

 
Point two might need some explanation. The reason for the second if-statement 
is that the algorithm needs an adjacent point to k to calculate the sign of the 
inclination. The algorithm chooses the point opposite the search direction, as to 
not by chance choose a point out of bounds. The first if-statement suggests that 
if Q(k) is less than Qbest the sign of the inclination is already know on both sides 
of Q(k). Therefore the algorithm does not need to calculate Q for the adjacent 
point. 
 
If the conditions in either point four or five are fulfilled it indicates that the 
predicted interval intuser is wrong and thus must be modified. 
 
Figure 6-1 can now be expanded into Figure 6-4, the final overview of the 
algorithm. 
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Figure 6-4: Final overview of the deterministic algorithm 
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• If a combination is rejected it is not possible to choose it again as long as 
further adds or drops are possible. 

• When no further adds or drops are possible, the algorithm may choose 
from all combinations, as to find possible swaps. 

 
Note that these restrictions have no effect on the objective: to find a solution 
were no further single step action can improve the solution. However, the 
restrictions may have an effect on the resulting Q-value. 

6.4 Versions of the Algorithm 
Instead of using the vectors val(f) and sco(g) it is possible to use the U-value 
when calculating the contribution matrix. As I mentioned earlier, the algorithm 
will not be as sophisticated. However, using the U-value implies a major 
difference in the algorithm’s performance and that is the computational time. 
When using the vectors, the number of sectors in the system will affect the 
computational time. The U-value on the other hand does not depend on the 
number of sectors as much as the vectors. Therefore the computational time will 
be less and almost (not exactly since the formula for Q depends on the number 
of sectors) the same for all plausible system sizes. 
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Chapter 7  
 
Case Study 

Actually there are two cases; the first one is assumed to be a normal sized case 
and the second is bigger and somewhat more complicated. Both the stochastic 
and the deterministic algorithm will be tried on the two cases. The results, for 
both cases, delivered by the algorithms will be compared, in order to evaluate 
the performance of the algorithms. Relevant input data, input parameters and 
algorithm parameters will be presented for each case. 
 
In the case study the solution space is not deformed by the user. However, to 
verify the interval reducing heuristic discussed in 6.2.1 Reducing the Interval, 
the results of two executions of the deterministic algorithm, where the solution 
space is deformed by the user, can be found in Appendix 2. 

7.1 Case 1 
Input data: 
 

• Available frequencies: 461 including 89 control frequencies 
• Number of sectors: 401 
• Number of sectors with demand d: 

d = 3 47 sectors 
d = 4 85 sectors 
d = 5 87 sectors 
d = 6 81 sectors 
d = 7 39 sectors 
d = 8 30 sectors 
d = 9 23 sectors 
d = 10 5 sectors 
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d = 11 3 sectors 
d = 12 1 sector 

• Umean = 0.83 

7.1.1 The Stochastic Algorithm 
Input parameters: 
 

• uMinGS = 3 (default value) 
• uMaxGS = 12 (default value) 
• uMinG = 39 (default value) 
• uMaxG = 89 (default value) 
• uSepDem = 1 (default value) 
• ioni = 3000 

 
Algorithm parameters: 
 

• f1 = 5 
• f2 = 50 
• f3 = 10 
• MaxFCC = 2 
• prd = 0,02 

 
Initialization: 
 

• egs = [7, 8] frequencies per group  
• size(Gstart) = 66 groups  
• Q(Gstart) = 46,51 groups per sector 

 
Optimization: 
 
The optimization process is shown in Figure 7-1. The x-axis shows the iteration. 
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Results: 
 
Q(Gbs) 47.4 
Size(Gbs) 63 
Minimum group size 7 
Maximum group size 8 
Used frequencies 458 
Performed iterations 7933 
Computation time 3m 8s 

Table 7-1: Results for case 1 with the stochastic algorithm 
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Figure 7-1: The optimization process for case 1 with the stochastic algorithm 

7.1.2 The Deterministic Algorithm 
Input parameters: 
 

• uMinGS = 3 (default value) 
• uMaxGS = 12 (default value) 
• uMinG = 1 (default value) 
• uMaxG = 89 (default value) 
• uSepDem = 1 (default value) 
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Initialization phase: 
 

• egs = [7, 8] frequencies per group 
• intp = [57,.., 66] groups 
• kstart = 62 groups 

 
Optimization phase: 
 
The optimization process is shown in Figure 7-2 and the session number is 
marked above the corresponding stack. 
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Figure 7-2: The optimization process for case 1 with the deterministic 

algorithm 

 
Results: 
 
Q(Gbs) 47.6 
Size(Gbs) 63 
Minimum group size 6 
Maximum group size 9 
Used frequencies 458 
Performed sessions 4 
Computation time 40m 35s 

Table 7-2: Results for case 1 with the deterministic algorithm 
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7.2 Case 2 
Input data: 
 

• Available frequencies: 422 including 86 control frequencies 
• Number of sectors: 1957 
• Number of sectors with demand d: 

d = 3 65 sectors 
d = 4 380 sectors 
d = 5 529 sectors 
d = 6 386 sectors 
d = 7 266 sectors 
d = 8 161 sectors 
d = 9 89 sectors 
d = 10 49 sectors 
d = 11 19 sectors 
d = 12 7 sectors 
d = 13 3 sectors 
d = 14 1 sector 
d = 15 1 sector 
d = 16 1 sector 

• Umean = 0.73 

7.2.1 The Stochastic Algorithm 
Input parameters: 
 

• uMinGS = 3 (default value) 
• uMaxGS = 16 (default value) 
• uMinG = 27 (default value) 
• uMaxG = 86 (default value) 
• uSepDem = 1 (default value) 
• ioni = 3000 

 
Algorithm settings: 
 

• f1 = 5 
• f2 = 50 
• f3 = 10 
• MaxFCC = 2 
• prd = 0,02 
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Initialization: 
 

• egs = [9, 10] frequencies per group  
• size(Gstart) = 47 groups  
• Q(Gstart) = 35,37 groups per sector 

 
Optimization: 
 
The optimization process is shown in Figure 7-3. The x-axis shows the iteration. 
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Figure 7-3: The optimization process for case 2 with the stochastic 

algorithm 

 
Results: 
 
Q(Gbs) 35.7 
Size(Gbs) 46 
Minimum group size 8 
Maximum group size 10 
Used frequencies 419 
Performed iterations 3571 
Computation time 6m 11s

Table 7-3: Results for case 2 with the stochastic algorithm 
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7.2.2 The Deterministic Algorithm 
Input parameters: 
 

• uMinGS = 3 (default value) 
• uMaxGS = 16 (default value) 
• uMinG = 1 (default value) 
• uMaxG = 86 (default value) 
• uSepDem = 1 (default value) 

 
Initialization phase: 
 

• egs = [9, 10] frequencies per group 
• intp = [42,.., 47] groups 
• kstart = 45 groups 

 
Optimization phase: 
 
The optimization process is shown in Figure 7-4 and the session number is 
marked above the corresponding stack. 
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Figure 7-4: The optimization process for case 2 with the deterministic 

algorithm 
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Results: 
 
Q(Gbs) 36.5 
Size(Gbs) 46 
Minimum group size 8 
Maximum group size 11 
Used frequencies 419 
Performed sessions 4 
Computation time 1h 32m 19s 

Table 7-4: Results for case 2 with the deterministic algorithm 
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Chapter 8  
 
A Comparison 

In the previous chapter the two algorithms were tested on two separate cases. 
The delivered results will be compared in this chapter. Note that the results for 
the stochastic algorithm in the previous chapter are from one execution only. 
The characteristics of the stochastic algorithm imply that it may deliver many 
different solutions for one single case. However, the delivered results in Table 
7-1 and Table 7-3 are typical. Table 8-1 constitutes a compilation of the results 
delivered in Chapter 7 Case Study. 
 
In Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-3, note the characteristics of the stochastic algorithm. 
The number of groups is gradually decreased until the dead end event occurs. 
This is due to the conditions of the possible actions. The algorithm is of course 
also able to increase the number of groups but the conditions for the actions that 
decrease the number of groups are easier fulfilled. 
 
Since the deterministic algorithm is more sophisticated than the stochastic 
algorithm and considering the fact that no single step action in the solution  
 
 Case 1 

Stochastic
Case 1 
Deterministic

Case 2 
Stochastic

Case 2 
Deterministic

Q(Gbs) 47.4 47.6 35.7 36.5 
Size(Gbs) 63 63 46 46 
Minimum group size 7 6 8 8 
Maximum group size 8 9 10 11 
Used frequencies 458 458 419 419 
Performed iterations 7933  3571  
Performed sessions  4  4 
Computation time 3m 8s 40m 35s 6m 11s 1h 32m 19s 

Table 8-1: A results summary 
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delivered by the deterministic algorithm will improve the result, its results will 
be considered as the norm.  
 
In the first case as well as in the second case, the stochastic algorithm delivers 
the same number of groups as the deterministic algorithm.  
 
Actually, for the stochastic algorithm, it is easier to find good solutions if the 
number of groups are reduced, since it is not sophisticated enough to determine 
the best way to combine frequencies. However, due to the; quality of the start 
solution, the characteristics of the stochastic algorithm and since the 
corresponding kstart for the stochastic value is equal to max[intp], used in the 
deterministic algorithm, the algorithm is able to find good solutions without 
reducing the number of groups. 
 
In case one, the stochastic algorithm is able to deliver almost as good results as 
the deterministic algorithm. In a more complicated case, as in case two, the 
stochastic algorithm fails to reach the results delivered by the deterministic 
algorithm. However, the stochastic algorithm delivers its results in a fraction of 
time compared to the deterministic algorithm. 
 
The delivered results differ in quality but to claim which algorithm is best is a 
very difficult task. The computation time and the characteristics are two 
important factors in this matter. Due to the characteristics of the solution 
delivered by the deterministic algorithm a local optimum can be verified. That is 
not possible for the solution delivered by the stochastic algorithm. Therefore, in 
a trust point of view the stochastic algorithm is worse than the deterministic. 
However, consider a case where the topology changes continuously and where, 
as a result, the groups have to be remade continuously. Since the computation 
time for the deterministic algorithm is very long the algorithm is not suited for 
this kind of task. The computation time for the stochastic algorithm might also 
seem to be too long. However, in Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-3, note that the  
 
 Case 1 

Manual
Case 2 
Manual

Q(G) 42.2 35.1 
Size(G) 46 39 
Minimum group size 9 10 
Maximum group size 12 11 
Used frequencies 461 422 

Table 8-2: Results for the manual grouping strategy 
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highest relative improvement is found in the beginning of the optimization 
process. Therefore, the computation time can be greatly reduced by setting a 
proper value for the parameter ioni. 
 
The delivered results in Table 8-1 does not in a strict manner reveal anything 
about their quality, since the comparison is strictly subjective. The results have 
to be compared to results derived from the manual grouping. 
 
The two groupings in Table 8-2 contain QUAD-4 channels and that implies that 
an accurate comparison is impossible. It is, however, possible to assume that 
uSepDem is set to zero in the manual groupings and that the solutions in Table 
8-2 are to be used in a system where the separation demand is equal to zero. 
With this assumption it is possible to establish that both the stochastic and the 
deterministic algorithm deliver solutions with higher Q-value than the manual 
strategy. However, since the Q-function is artificial and not connected to the 
actual Frequency Assignment Problem it is not possible to state that the 
solutions delivered by the algorithms will grant better frequency plans. But, as 
of spring 2003, a variant of the deterministic algorithm was implemented in 
ComOpt’s tool for frequency planning.  
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Chapter 9  
 
Further work 

As with all computer programs, neither are these complete. There are always 
some aspects that can be improved. The two algorithms are not perfect nor are 
they finished. They function as wanted and deliver results. Still, they may be 
improved further. In this chapter I will propose possible improvements for both 
of the algorithms respectively. 

9.1 The stochastic algorithm 
In section 5.3, I mentioned the difficulty in determining values for the 
parameters. They have to be trimmed so that the algorithm can deliver 
acceptable results. Since the parameters are not user inputs, the trimming is a 
task for the algorithm programmer. As a consequence the programmer might 
trim the parameters in such a way that they imply good results for only one case, 
i.e. case adapted parameters. This is a hazard, since once the parameters are set 
they are purposed to suit any case. 
 
A way of solving the dilemma is to implement self-adjusting parameters in the 
algorithm. In this case the algorithm would have a higher degree of intelligence, 
than the current algorithm. The parameters would vary during the optimization 
process in order to adjust to the specific case. Hence, the most important 
parameters to self-adjust would be the factors f1, f2 and f3. 
 
As seen in the Figure 7-1 and Figure 7-3 the stochastic algorithm finds its 
highest Q-value by starting with an amount of groups which is then decreased 
until no more actions are possible. The maximum Q-value is then found 
somewhere in this interval of groups. However, the algorithm does not use the 
information, i.e. the number of groups, for which the best solution was found, in 
the rest of the optimization process. To increase the intelligence, of the 
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algorithm, further it is possible to let the algorithm pinpoint the number of 
groups that imply the best Q-value more accurately. This would imply that the 
algorithm would start the optimization process by using leap search actions, in 
order to pinpoint an interval for the best number of groups. When the interval is 
found the algorithm would continue by using mostly neighbourhood search 
actions.  

9.2 The deterministic algorithm 
This algorithm may be considered as a sophisticated way of finding both the 
best number of groups as well as the best grouping for the current number of 
groups. However, recall from Chapter 4 Solution Approach, when defining by 
what means a group fits a sector. A group fits a sector if the number of 
frequencies in the group, that do not belong to the sectors unsupported 
frequencies, are greater or equal to the demand of the sector and, most 
important, at least one of them is a control frequency. However, when 
calculating the contribution matrix by estimating the performance of each group, 
i.e. using the score vector, control frequencies are not taken into account. Recall 
that the contribution depends on the number of control frequencies in the 
corresponding group, not where they are supported. A way to improve this is to 
create another score vector for control frequencies. The normal score vector, for 
vector element i would then be equal to zero if the corresponding element in the 
new score vector is equal to zero. This is due to that the group would not fit the 
sector, which i refer to, since the control frequencies in the group are not 
supported by the referred sector. 
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Appendix 1 

Figure A-1 shows a screenshot of the Visual Basic program used to control the 
Java program. In the left frame, labelled Inputs, and the lower right frame, 
labelled Log and result files, the user may interact with the Java program. In the 
upper right frame some statistics and the final result is displayed. 
 

 
Figure A-1: Screenshot of the console 
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Appendix 2 

This Appendix will show how the interval reducing heuristic, discussed in 6.2.1 
Reducing the Interval, works when the solution space is deformed by the user. 
Case 1 from Chapter 7 Case Study will be used. Two executions are presented. 
In the first uMinGS is set to 10 frequencies per group and in the second uMaxGS 
is set to 5 frequencies per group. The remaining parameters are equal to the 
settings in Chapter 7. 
 
uMinGS = 10: 
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Figure A-2: Case 1 with uMinGS set to 10 

The interval intuser is estimated to 41 to 45 groups. The algorithm will start by 
constructing 45 groups then 44 groups and last 46 groups to verify the optimum. 
The optimum will be found at 45 groups, not at 46 as Figure A-2 suggests. This 
is due to that 46 groups does not belong to the space of solutions. 
 
uMaxGS = 5: 
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Figure A-3: Case 1 with uMaxGS set to 5 

The interval intuser is estimated to 76 to 89 groups. The algorithm will start by 
constructing 77 groups then 76 groups and last 75 groups to verify the optimum. 
The optimum will be found at 76 groups. 
 


